
From: Heath Curtiss
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2020 2:27:32 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Heath Curtiss 
840 Shelokum Dr
Silverton, OR 97381 

mailto:heath@curtiss.email
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: James Phelan
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2020 1:44:05 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
James Phelan 
9251 SE 327th Ave
Boring, OR 97009 

mailto:jdphelan@msn.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Debi Denning
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2020 1:40:39 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Debi Denning 
900 Pine St
Brownsville, OR 97327 

mailto:edsdebi@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Edwin Cochran
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2020 1:34:51 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Edwin Cochran 
19715 OR-140
Dairy, OR 97625 

mailto:ekcochran@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Douglas littlejohn
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2020 10:27:49 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Douglas littlejohn 
8165 Rowell Creek Rd
Willamina, OR 97396 

mailto:littlejohndoug@aol.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Christina Magnuson
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2020 9:12:06 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Christina Magnuson 
4885 Pleasant Creek Rd
Rogue River, OR 97537 

mailto:clmagnut@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Becky Erickson
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2020 8:16:16 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Becky Erickson 
4409 SE Monroe St
Milwaukie, OR 97222 

mailto:watergirl100101@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Terry Nelson
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2020 8:12:38 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Terry Nelson 
4572 Prince Ct NE
Salem, OR 97305 

mailto:shopterry@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Greg McClean
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2020 8:08:06 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Greg McClean 
1472 Arata Way
Ontario, OR 97914 

mailto:gcmcclean@cableone.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Gina Gardner
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2020 7:46:01 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Gina Gardner 
37745 Wallace Creek Rd
Springfield, OR 97478 

mailto:ginaggaits@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Megan Vanderpool
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2020 7:23:07 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Megan Vanderpool 
115 S R St
Cottage Grove, OR 97424 

mailto:vanderfamily5@aol.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Diane Ferguson
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2020 6:43:33 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Diane Ferguson 
537 Alder St
Central Point, OR 97502 

mailto:difergy66@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Daniel Robertson
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2020 4:47:37 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Daniel Robertson 
555 W Lockhart Ave
Coos Bay, OR 97420 

mailto:proref@frontier.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Paula Brown
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 11:31:57 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Paula Brown 
601 Jade Dr
Roseburg, OR 97471 

mailto:rpbrown3524@comcast.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: jim nylund
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 10:37:27 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
jim nylund 
446 S 69th Pl
Springfield, OR 97478 

mailto:nylundjim@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Marsha Ferry
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 9:58:15 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Marsha Ferry 
63649 Clear View Dr
Coos Bay, OR 97420 

mailto:marshaferry@frontier.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Kenneth Bodda
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 9:16:01 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Kenneth Bodda 
4141 Clem Rd
Blodgett, OR 97326 

mailto:bunniefa@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: LISA SAMUELSON
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 9:07:56 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
LISA SAMUELSON 
76370 Garden Rd
Oakridge, OR 97463 

mailto:catwoman6ls@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Cathy Finney
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 7:46:01 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Cathy Finney 
PO Box 303
Molalla, OR 97038 

mailto:cafinney@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Cody Ware
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 7:40:45 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Cody Ware 
790 Vine St
Junction City, OR 97448 

mailto:cody1ware@icloud.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Ingrid Wendt
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 7:11:30 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Ingrid Wendt 
35 Westbrook Way
Eugene, OR 97405 

mailto:idwendt@comcst.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Wendy Carlson
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 6:20:25 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Wendy Carlson 
56454 Miller Rd
Myrtle Point, OR 97458 

mailto:1yellowpony@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Bill Reese
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 5:57:11 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Bill Reese 
PO Box 216
Columbia City, OR 97018 

mailto:foresttoday@outlook.comfp
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Phyllis Reynolds
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 5:16:00 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Phyllis Reynolds 
5434 River Rd N
Keizer, OR 97303 

mailto:choirmompr@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Connor Amundsen-Kuester
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 4:53:21 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Connor Amundsen-Kuester 
1985 SE Crystal Cir
Corvallis, OR 97333 

mailto:camundsenkuester@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Ron Butler
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 4:16:00 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Ron Butler 
8153 Shoshone Dr
Culver, OR 97734 

mailto:cron.butler@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Betty schild
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 3:46:14 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Betty schild 
7860 Kilchis River Rd
Tillamook, OR 97141 

mailto:hbschild@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Christine Hurd
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 3:37:04 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Christine Hurd 
840 SW 167th Ave
Beaverton, OR 97006 

mailto:christinehurd@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Sandra McCarthy
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 3:22:10 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Sandra McCarthy 
30279 SW Rebekah St
Wilsonville, OR 97070 

mailto:sandramx1@comcast.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Karen Grandpre
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 3:16:06 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Karen Grandpre 
742 Upper Applegate Rd
Jacksonville, OR 97530 

mailto:lady_grandpre@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Julie Moore
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 3:15:25 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Julie Moore 
105 N Durette Dr
Otis, OR 97368 

mailto:medicalmama69@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Darlene McGrady
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 3:09:27 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Darlene McGrady 
1282 W Hill Ave
Sisters, OR 97759 

mailto:dsings4joy@aol.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: William Seeber
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 3:04:11 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
William Seeber 
10668 Kaufman Rd NE
Silverton, OR 97381 

mailto:gadgettrees@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Cynthia Sunday
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 3:03:11 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Cynthia Sunday 
1 Corral Ln
Ashland, OR 97520 

mailto:snoodsmom3@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: John meyers
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 3:01:56 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
John meyers 
7809 SW Village Greens Cir
Wilsonville, OR 97070 

mailto:johndianemryers@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Jayme Dumford
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 2:57:09 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Jayme Dumford 
22528 OR-126
Noti, OR 97461 

mailto:jldumford@peak.org
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Michael Brown
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 2:47:05 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Michael Brown 
6460 Corvallis Rd
Independence, OR 97351 

mailto:brownbrownmc@msn.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Ralph Wiley
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 2:43:41 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Ralph Wiley 
2732 Crater Lake Ave
Medford, OR 97504 

mailto:ralphdinawiley@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Alene Reaugh
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 2:36:37 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Alene Reaugh 
PO Box 207
Siletz, OR 97380 

mailto:softwalk2@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: MARVIN ZUBER
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 2:14:20 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
MARVIN ZUBER 
29917 Harbor Way
Gold Beach, OR 97444 

mailto:mszuber2@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Candia Sanders
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 2:11:11 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Candia Sanders 
11125 Desert Sky Loop
Redmond, OR 97756 

mailto:candiasanders@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Barbara Korsmo
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:59:55 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Barbara Korsmo 
2895 SE Powell Valley Rd
Gresham, OR 97080 

mailto:korsmobj@hevanet.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: rita Silveus
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:56:10 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
rita Silveus 
342 Powers Hwy
Powers, OR 97466 

mailto:rosecitywoodproducts@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Gordon Culbertson
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:46:03 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Gordon Culbertson 
39074 Easton Ln
Springfield, OR 97478 

mailto:ggce@aol.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Jennifer Eichlin
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:46:02 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Jennifer Eichlin 
33630 Ophir Rd
Gold Beach, OR 97444 

mailto:jdeichlin07@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Dave Johnson
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:23:20 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Dave Johnson 
1208 NW Meadows Dr
Mcminnville, OR 97128 

mailto:dave97128@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Shirley Lomax
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:20:47 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Shirley Lomax 
405 Fir Knoll Ln NE
Salem, OR 97317 

mailto:ladyatfals@aol.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Alex Olson
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:19:49 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Alex Olson 
8615 SE 15th Ave
Portland, OR 97202 

mailto:alexolson87@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Barbara Haynes
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:16:36 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Barbara Haynes 
10668 SW Lancaster Rd
Portland, OR 97219 

mailto:bhaynes14@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Kathleen Adamson
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:12:55 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Kathleen Adamson 
720 NW Fenton St
Mcminnville, OR 97128 

mailto:grammyadamson@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Stephen Oder
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:05:53 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Stephen Oder 
1865 NE Seavy Ave
Corvallis, OR 97330 

mailto:steve.oder@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Ulrich Lau
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:58:22 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Ulrich Lau 
87680 Kehl Ln
Bandon, OR 97411 

mailto:ulrich@ootci.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: John McMurtray
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:46:01 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
John McMurtray 
2864 Columbia Blvd
St. Helens, OR 97051 

mailto:jlmacmicmac@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: John Ernst
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:44:41 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
John Ernst 
64682 Cook Ave
Bend, OR 97701 

mailto:john.e@quicksilvercontracting.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Donna Gould
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:40:23 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Donna Gould 
94243 Kentuck Way Ln
Coos Bay, OR 97420 

mailto:cbto.inc@frontier.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: John Grant
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:37:38 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
John Grant 
538 NW Buddy Ln
Grants Pass, OR 97526 

mailto:lgrant326@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Albert Beron
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:36:02 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Albert Beron 
295 SE 26th Ave
Hillsboro, OR 97123 

mailto:503beron@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Jereme Guenther
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:35:03 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Jereme Guenther 
380 S 7th St
Lebanon, OR 97355 

mailto:jereme.guenther@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Alexandria flores
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:32:58 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Alexandria flores 
PO Box 83332
Portland, OR 97283 

mailto:flores_ally@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Kathleen Roser
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:32:57 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Kathleen Roser 
700 Royal Ave
Medford, OR 97504 

mailto:kathieroser@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: John Bodell
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:32:55 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
John Bodell 
Goodpasture Island Rd
Eugene, OR 97401 

mailto:jbodell1971@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Lorry Nielsen
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:32:47 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Lorry Nielsen 
16501 Charlotte Day Dr
La Pine, OR 97739 

mailto:leadlorry@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Brock Roberts
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2020 3:28:55 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Brock Roberts 
2268 NW Pettygrove St
Portland, OR 97210 

mailto:robertsbrock4@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Tamsin Russell
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 7:21:33 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Tamsin Russell 
479 Yachats River Rd
Yachats, OR 97498 

mailto:eugenekiwi@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Carla Hervert
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2020 5:54:29 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Carla Hervert 
2948 Dry Creek Rd
Eugene, OR 97404 

mailto:c.hervert@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Gloria Robinson
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 8:22:45 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Gloria Robinson 
1160 3 Wood Dr
Bandon, OR 97411 

mailto:gloriaj_robinson50@aol.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Joyce Harris
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 4:17:06 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Joyce Harris 
14905 NE Sacramento St
Portland, OR 97230 

mailto:joycepdx@q.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Jim Geear
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 3:53:51 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Jim Geear 
2211 Spring St
Medford, OR 97504 

mailto:jimgeear@charter.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Judith McLean
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 3:23:21 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Judith McLean 
3636 NE Morris St
Portland, OR 97212 

mailto:judmcl51@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Bill Munsell
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 3:10:53 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Bill Munsell 
137 Le Roy Cir
Medford, OR 97501 

mailto:billmunsell@hotmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Mary Palmer
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 2:13:38 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Mary Palmer 
PO Box 1526
Boring, OR 97009 

mailto:jerry.chris@comcast.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Donna Miller
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 1:26:08 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water.

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality.

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

This is a matter of future survival. It’s a matter of people’s lives. Please act positively now for
the citizens in Oregon. Thank you.

Thank you, 
Donna Miller 
1111 Avenue D
Seaside, OR 97138 

mailto:nandonn0r@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Lorinda Gayl
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 1:16:02 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

After searching Oregon Forestry Department's webpage, I could not find the department's plan
to remove forest fire debris and replant Oregon's burned forests. Is there a plan? 

Oregon is known for its beautiful, green forests. If clean-up and reforestation aren't
implemented immediately, then the burned forest floors will be damaged by winter weather.
And don't forget that all the forest creatures that managed to escape with their lives have been
left homeless.

Oregon's Department of Forestry's responsibility is to maintain its forests. It was not created to
support interdepartmental bureaucracy. 

Please, please put healing our forests first.

Very sincerely, Lorinda Gayl

Thank you, 
Lorinda Gayl 
89834 Surf Pines Landing Dr
Warrenton, OR 97146 

mailto:lorindagayl@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Bill McCorkle
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 12:48:35 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Please put your full support behind immediate remediation for the forests which have been so
badly damaged by fire. This is necessary to prevent further and possible permanent trauma to
the forests and harm to the water runoff.

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality.

Please let’s get to work now on forest recovery.

Thank you, 
Bill McCorkle 
1725 NE 101st Ave
Portland, OR 97220 

mailto:bill.mccorkle@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Edith Curtis
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 12:43:34 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water.

Our forests need to be replanted with a mix of varieties and types of trees to attempt
replacement of a natural forest, not just Douglas Firs, a farm crop.

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality.

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Edith Curtis 
10970 SW Meadowbrook Dr
Tigard, OR 97224 

mailto:dee2847@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Kathryn Anthony
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 12:30:50 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Kathryn Anthony 
P. O. 23
Charleston, OR 97420 

mailto:crystalcreek9@frontier.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Therese MacGregor
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 11:53:00 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Therese MacGregor 
1729 Old Stage Rd
Central Point, OR 97502 

mailto:theresem@cbprowest.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Shirley Killam
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 11:46:02 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Shirley Killam 
16177 Wedgewood Ln
Brookings, OR 97415 

mailto:shirleyealykillam@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Craig Randall
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 11:27:40 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Craig Randall 
PO Box 245
Lyons, OR 97358 

mailto:cvrandall@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Gerald Palanuk
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 11:19:43 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Gerald Palanuk 
1303 Long St
Sweet Home, OR 97386 

mailto:jernuk01@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Mary Parham
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 11:18:14 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Mary Parham 
12291 SW Knoll Dr
Tigard, OR 97223 

mailto:maryp61@live.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Lorenzo Pace
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 11:11:14 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Lorenzo Pace 
32887 Nesika Rd
Gold Beach, OR 97444 

mailto:lorenzopace@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: myles mcmillan
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 11:01:54 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water.

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality.

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

As a private land/timber owner we have already started replanting and harvesting, why not
you?

Thank you, 
myles mcmillan 
6143 Shaw Hwy SE
Aumsville, OR 97325 

mailto:acemyles@wvi.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Lisa Basalto
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:56:48 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Lisa Basalto 
1715 Cinnamon Hill Dr SE
Salem, OR 97306 

mailto:lisa.basalto@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Dave Benthin
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:41:36 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water.

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality.

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Log and salvage
dead trees. Please get to work now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Dave Benthin 
50630 Deer Forest Dr
La Pine, OR 97739 

mailto:d.w.benthin@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Irv Beeson
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:39:55 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Irv Beeson 
3723 Norwich Ave
Eugene, OR 97408 

mailto:irvinbeeson@comcast.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Sherman Lackey
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:39:41 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Sherman Lackey 
1363 Hampton Way
Woodburn, OR 97071 

mailto:shermanlackey@hotmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Charles Harper
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:34:42 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Charles Harper 
1008 E 9th St
Newberg, OR 97132 

mailto:caharpo@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Michael Jones
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:32:41 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Michael Jones 
1448 34th Ave NW
Salem, OR 97304 

mailto:mjones4771@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Larry Wall
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:29:55 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Larry Wall 
60762 Country Club Dr
Bend, OR 97702 

mailto:cybear1959@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Will Walton
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:21:23 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Will Walton 
1740 Shaff Rd SE
Stayton, OR 97383 

mailto:ww.ecosol@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Julie Moran
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:20:00 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Julie Moran 
383 N 2nd Ave
Stayton, OR 97383 

mailto:juliemoran@aol.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Sandra Bautista
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:16:37 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Sandra Bautista 
33334 SW Jenny Ln
Scappoose, OR 97056 

mailto:sandibautista11@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Judy Black
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:10:16 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Judy Black 
15530 NE Knott St
Portland, OR 97230 

mailto:judith38@comcast.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: John Kendall
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:06:39 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

I help you grow your forests, now lets make sure none of these forests go to waste!

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water.

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality.

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
John Kendall 
2703 N Fremont St
Cornelius, OR 97113 

mailto:johnkendall05@icloud.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Hardbody Majestic
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:02:37 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Oregon Forests forever is a bigly lie and a cover for the private forest industry.
Join me in stopping these villain's of ORegon! 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality.

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Hardbody Majestic 
Cornhole road
Otis, OR 97368 

mailto:sargerator@embarqmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Stan Rogers
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:01:48 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water.
Also note that I represent OrCal Inc. in Jct City, Oregon. We have a proven product tested in
UBC and thru out the West called Solbere. This product is Forest Saver and a Planting of new
trees performer. 
I agree with good sound forest management and preservation of valuable resources. Solbere
will help do that in many ways. 
Thank you.

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality.

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Stan Rogers 
651 Lamplighter Cir SE
Salem, OR 97302 

mailto:rsistanr@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Connie QUIRING
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 9:58:59 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Connie QUIRING 
8052 E Antelope Rd
Eagle Point, OR 97524 

mailto:bcquiring@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Colleen Foerster
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 9:56:37 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest & recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat & flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in & break
down trees or other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place & filters our water.

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood & help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil & water
quality.

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests!

Thank you, 
Colleen Foerster 
6800 S 6th St
Klamath Falls, OR 97603 

mailto:tehya65@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Don Mcwhorter
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 9:51:20 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Don Mcwhorter 
17527 Elk Creek Rd
Trail, OR 97541 

mailto:sugarkat@hughes.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Hector Garcia
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 9:47:34 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Hector Garcia 
1291 14th Ave NW
Salem, OR 97304 

mailto:hectorlgarcia@comcast.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Allen Combs
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 9:47:24 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Allen Combs 
120 S Main St
Falls City, OR 97344 

mailto:alcofc1@msn.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: KIMBERLY BEELER
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 9:47:19 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
KIMBERLY BEELER 
16400 Westview Dr
Lake Oswego, OR 97034 

mailto:kim@beelermarketing.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Clifford Mead
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 9:46:58 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Clifford Mead 
84 Cedar St
Shady Cove, OR 97539 

mailto:madmead57@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Sue Brawner
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 9:42:46 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Sue Brawner 
40840 Country Ln
Sweet Home, OR 97386 

mailto:samjas15@hotmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Kathleen Samsel
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 9:41:16 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Kathleen Samsel 
343 Hemlock St
Seaside, OR 97138 

mailto:ksamsel44@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Carol Munro
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 9:39:54 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Carol Munro 
34652 Alpine Ave
St. Helens, OR 97051 

mailto:scrgtmunro@comcast.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Steve Lyublanovits
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 9:35:55 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Steve Lyublanovits 
16187 Burgess Rd
La Pine, OR 97739 

mailto:lyublanovits@hotmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Susan Marsh
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 9:35:37 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Susan Marsh 
44 Eagle Crest Dr
Lake Oswego, OR 97035 

mailto:sunseeker56@hotmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Troy Vanderhoof
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 9:34:11 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Troy Vanderhoof 
18493 OR-42
Camas Valley, OR 97416 

mailto:troy@tvdesignllc.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Anne ONEILL
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 9:33:26 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Anne ONEILL 
1500 SW 11th Ave
Portland, OR 97201 

mailto:aoneillo@outlook.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Bill Stone
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, December 21, 2020 10:00:48 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

I am a registered professional forester #2301. 

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water.

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality.

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Bill Stone 
3698 NW Goldfinch Dr
Corvallis, OR 97330 

mailto:bill.stoney@comcast.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Darcy Campbell
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, December 21, 2020 9:54:39 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

I have been an Oregon resident for more than 50 years, and over the last 30 year's myself and
many hardworking Oregonians have been ignored and belittled by the so called
environmentalist, that have turned out to be nothing more than activists that scream loudly and
throw temper tantrum and has done more damage than good.

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water.

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality.

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Darcy Campbell 
1773 SE Eddy St
Roseburg, OR 97470 

mailto:dlynn_45@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Darcy Blackman
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, December 21, 2020 9:40:38 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water.
It is devastating to me to see forest fires that have burned too hot! The land doesn’t recover for
10 or 20 years at least. Please let’s start managing our forest!

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality.

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Darcy Blackman 
2302 N Court
La Grande, OR 97850 

mailto:dblackmanrx@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Karen Roldan
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 4:19:12 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Karen Roldan 
375 N 1st St
St. Helens, OR 97051 

mailto:tkroldan17@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Judith Mercer
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 4:16:03 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Judith Mercer 
1550 NW Hill
Roseburg, OR 97471 

mailto:dosgatos438@msn.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Deborah Gesner
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 4:07:31 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Deborah Gesner 
PO Box 29
Lincoln City, OR 97367 

mailto:ryden@mac.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: donna johnson
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 3:43:12 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
donna johnson 
564 SW Ash St
Dallas, OR 97338 

mailto:eighttoesone@msn.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Jane Olsen
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 3:20:38 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Jane Olsen 
13505 SE River Rd
Portland, OR 97267 

mailto:olsenjane50@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Ginnie Stonesifer
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 2:49:31 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Ginnie Stonesifer 
15207 SE Oatfield Rd
Milwaukie, OR 97267 

mailto:ginniestonesifer@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Brandi Hatch
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 1:56:57 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Brandi Hatch 
12788 SE Jons Ln
Boring, OR 97009 

mailto:brandiahatch@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Jerry Anderson
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 1:40:53 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Jerry Anderson 
5437 Miller Ave
Klamath Falls, OR 97603 

mailto:sycaneagle@aol.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Maile Anthopoulos
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 1:26:59 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Maile Anthopoulos 
13380 SW Cottontail Ln
Beaverton, OR 97008 

mailto:manthopoulos@icloud.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Sally Cadonau
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 12:57:31 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Sally Cadonau 
20556 SW Rosa Dr
Aloha, OR 97007 

mailto:cadhawks9883@icloud.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Mary Sward
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 12:40:47 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Mary Sward 
3115 NW Norwood Pl
Corvallis, OR 97330 

mailto:maryannsward@msn.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Carin Robinson
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 11:27:49 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Carin Robinson 
110 Fishing Rock Dr
Depoe Bay, OR 97341 

mailto:carjimrob19@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Kevin Maden
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 5:11:46 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Kevin Maden 
1890 SW 24th St
Redmond, OR 97756 

mailto:kevinr.maden@hotmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Kedric Brissette
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2020 12:04:47 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Kedric Brissette 
17631 Brown Deer Ln
Brookings, OR 97415 

mailto:kedder@live.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Jackalyn Barker
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2020 10:27:01 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Jackalyn Barker 
830 Union Gap Loop Rd
Oakland, OR 97462 

mailto:wanderingjackie@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: greg heyne
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2020 9:03:17 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
greg heyne 
2048 NE 3rd St
Prineville, OR 97754 

mailto:gregheyne@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Debbie Swenson
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 9:33:21 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Debbie Swenson 
PO Box 225
Tangent, OR 97389 

mailto:coconuts@peak.org
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: James Morton
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 9:30:33 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
James Morton 
1435 Elm St
Sweet Home, OR 97386 

mailto:jcsalpacas@aol.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Pam Cartwright
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 8:24:54 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Pam Cartwright 
4676 Commercial St SE
Salem, OR 97302 

mailto:pcpoetplace@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Sue Christenssn
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 7:35:48 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Sue Christenssn 
2245 E Baseline St
Cornelius, OR 97113 

mailto:suechristensen2929@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Donna Marchetti
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 7:29:25 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Donna Marchetti 
249 Meadow Dr
Ashland, OR 97520 

mailto:dmarc@q.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Gregory Stratton
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 6:49:58 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Gregory Stratton 
7714 Skycrest Dr
Klamath Falls, OR 97601 

mailto:gstratton64@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Adeline Miller
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 5:20:51 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Adeline Miller 
521 S 3rd St
Silverton, OR 97381 

mailto:dannangi@frontier.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Patricia Phillips
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 5:20:12 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Patricia Phillips 
190 SW 4th Ave
Ontario, OR 97914 

mailto:190pat711@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Julie Wimberly
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, December 21, 2020 10:57:38 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality.

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests. Thank you!

Thank you, 
Julie Wimberly 
383 N 2nd Ave
Stayton, OR 97383 

mailto:juliebowen2@outlook.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Jeri Dodge
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, December 21, 2020 10:34:35 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Jeri Dodge 
543 Mountain View Rd
Sweet Home, OR 97386 

mailto:ljd@centurytel.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: John Buss
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, December 21, 2020 1:21:54 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
John Buss 
2406 47th Ave NE
Salem, OR 97305 

mailto:jdbuss@comcast.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Jeffrey Frank
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, December 21, 2020 3:58:10 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Jeffrey Frank 
444 S 1st Ave
Mill City, OR 97360 

mailto:jeff@franklumberco.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Kathryn Pritchard
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Tuesday, December 22, 2020 10:16:30 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Kathryn Pritchard 
836 Nehalem Ave
Astoria, OR 97103 

mailto:pritchard297@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Joshua Lester
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Tuesday, December 22, 2020 7:44:53 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Joshua Lester 
4511 Boardman Ave
Klamath Falls, OR 97603 

mailto:bagheerasshadow@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Lise Hull
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 9:33:42 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Lise Hull 
150 8th St SW
Bandon, OR 97411 

mailto:castlesu@aol.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Treeca Adams
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 9:36:59 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Treeca Adams 
1020 SW Jacquelyn St
Milton-freewater, OR 97862 

mailto:terriadams64@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Philip Hubert
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 9:40:07 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Philip Hubert 
1100 SE 12th Ave
Portland, OR 97214 

mailto:phubert62@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Harold Huntington
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 9:43:01 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Harold Huntington 
1035 D St
Baker City, OR 97814 

mailto:family2talk@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Greg Schmitz
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 9:59:52 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Greg Schmitz 
551 N Water St
Silverton, OR 97381 

mailto:schmitztimber@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Karen McCarthy
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 10:17:07 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Karen McCarthy 
14702 NE Schuyler St
Portland, OR 97230 

mailto:klmoboe@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Melissa Fullerton
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 10:17:39 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water.

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality.

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Time is of the essence and the longer this decision is postponed the less value there is in
harvesting and doing the right, most common sense thing. Please act now to not only help our
Oregon forests, but our Oregon families and communities as well!!

Thank you, 
Melissa Fullerton 
67131 End Rd
Summerville, OR 97876 

mailto:melissa.fullerton@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: John Meissner
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 10:52:14 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
John Meissner 
13781 S Butte Creek Rd
Scotts Mills, OR 97375 

mailto:jameissner39@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Janice Allen
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 10:36:15 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Janice Allen 
805 SW Conastoga St
Willamina, OR 97396 

mailto:jana_461@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Robert Sharp
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 11:05:57 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Robert Sharp 
3010 Middlebrook Dr
Newberg, OR 97132 

mailto:bdausa@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Michael Bryant
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 11:16:07 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Please include my voice in the many you'll hear from. I encourage you folks to ast swiftly, as
you did with the Tillamook and Elliott forests to clear, harvest what we can, and replant.

Thank you.

Thank you, 
Michael Bryant 
PO Box 489
Beavercreek, OR 97004 

mailto:bryantlogging@bctonline.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Courtney Reid
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 1:10:47 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Courtney Reid 
2217 Chemeketa St NE
Salem, OR 97301 

mailto:pku_courtney@hotmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Pat Bognar
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 1:16:05 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Pat Bognar 
715 SW King Ave
Portland, OR 97205 

mailto:bognar@up.edu
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Albert Miller
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 3:47:21 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Albert Miller 
407 Whittier St
Silverton, OR 97381 

mailto:alkb7rw@live.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: KRISTIN YRAGUEN
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 4:29:16 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
KRISTIN YRAGUEN 
PO Box 131
Winchester, OR 97495 

mailto:kris@bascologging.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Merrie-Jo Rodriguez
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Thursday, December 24, 2020 9:33:12 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Merrie-Jo Rodriguez 
PO Box 1625
Winston, OR 97496 

mailto:mojo95451@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Ralph Crilly
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Thursday, December 24, 2020 7:16:08 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Ralph Crilly 
125 Boundary Ave
Cave Junction, OR 97523 

mailto:motog69@hotmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Carly Baker
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Thursday, December 24, 2020 5:48:49 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Carly Baker 
7186 Laurelridge Loop NE
Keizer, OR 97303 

mailto:curlycar@comcast.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Cheryl Hopkins
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Thursday, December 24, 2020 1:29:40 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Cheryl Hopkins 
500 S River St
Newberg, OR 97132 

mailto:shaniasmom06@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Heather Schiffke
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 5:46:06 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Heather Schiffke 
4135 SE Aldercrest Rd
Milwaukie, OR 97222 

mailto:heatherschiffke@mac.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Thomas Wimberly
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 8:16:07 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Thomas Wimberly 
770 Darley Dr
Roseburg, OR 97471 

mailto:wimbo@mcsi.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Rita Castillo
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 11:26:55 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Rita Castillo 
6825 F St
Springfield, OR 97478 

mailto:itouchedthewire@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Dan Barnett
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 10:36:23 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Dan Barnett 
3030 Oregon Ave SW
Bandon, OR 97411 

mailto:dhbolts@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Ellie Hilger
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 10:36:11 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Ellie Hilger 
9445 3rd St
Bay City, OR 97107 

mailto:erhilger1780@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: john smets
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 10:35:30 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
john smets 
PO Box 560
Aurora, OR 97002 

mailto:johns@smetco.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Joseph Kovich
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 10:38:02 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Joseph Kovich 
1730 7th St
Columbia City, OR 97018 

mailto:jtkshk@comcast.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Michael Elsberry
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 10:50:18 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Michael Elsberry 
835 OR-99W
Mcminnville, OR 97128 

mailto:melsberry@4security.org
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Barbara Van Kleek
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 11:03:07 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Barbara Van Kleek 
1405 NE Queens Ln
Hillsboro, OR 97124 

mailto:barbvk@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Richard Blake
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 10:55:26 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Richard Blake 
12699 Toliver Rd
Molalla, OR 97038 

mailto:blakefarm2@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Bambi Brusco
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 1:24:23 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Bambi Brusco 
28340 Dike Rd
Rainier, OR 97048 

mailto:bruscobarn@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Jerry Fast
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 12:56:51 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Jerry Fast 
645 SE Fir Villa Rd
Dallas, OR 97338 

mailto:lefast@aol.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Jesn kughn
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 12:53:57 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Jesn kughn 
24911 Larson Rd
Monroe, OR 97456 

mailto:jkughn@aol.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Demi Bollinger
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 12:37:04 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Demi Bollinger 
47206 E Lyons Mill City Dr
Mill City, OR 97360 

mailto:demdog78@al.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Sally Mackey
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 11:15:19 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Sally Mackey 
2449 SW Latourell Pl
Troutdale, OR 97060 

mailto:amosmcfam@aol.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Stephanie Snyder
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 1:34:21 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Stephanie Snyder 
1901 SE Minter Bridge Rd
Hillsboro, OR 97123 

mailto:aloaflowr@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Rich Pauxtis
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 2:00:29 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Rich Pauxtis 
233 Rogue River Hwy
Grants Pass, OR 97527 

mailto:rpauxtis@hotmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Don Silbernagel
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2020 9:42:00 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Don Silbernagel 
211 NW Starr St
Sublimity, OR 97385 

mailto:dwdon@wvi.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Mark Shepherd
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2020 8:30:55 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Mark Shepherd 
19680 Seeley Creek Rd
Alsea, OR 97324 

mailto:mrkalshep@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Steve Scott
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2020 12:40:07 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Steve Scott 
5200 Buck Springs Rd
Camas Valley, OR 97416 

mailto:dsscott@wildblue.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Linda Hartig
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 6:35:49 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Linda Hartig 
SW 20th St
Beaverton, OR 97008 

mailto:lbhartig@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Craig Abercrombie
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 5:34:32 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Craig Abercrombie 
59894 Suncrest Dr
St. Helens, OR 97051 

mailto:craigabercrombie14@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: ANTHONY KEIM
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 3:17:37 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
ANTHONY KEIM 
61455 Dart Creek Rd
St. Helens, OR 97051 

mailto:thekeimclan@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Wayne Bruck
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 3:12:33 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Wayne Bruck 
28121 SW 53rd Ave
Wilsonville, OR 97070 

mailto:waynebruck@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Kimberly Moseley
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 2:46:08 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Kimberly Moseley 
88715 Potter Ln
Springfield, OR 97478 

mailto:kjmoseley6@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Vineeta Lower
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2020 12:47:36 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Vineeta Lower 
815 6th Ave
Seaside, OR 97138 

mailto:vineetalower@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: les collar
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2020 12:14:13 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
les collar 
22977 N Fork Rd SE
Lyons, OR 97358 

mailto:lesnmarie@wvi.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Dee Gulpan
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2020 1:42:40 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Dee Gulpan 
850 W 5th Ave
Eugene, OR 97402 

mailto:alndeegulpan@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Colleen Anderson
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2020 8:13:55 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Colleen Anderson 
3824 Pine St SE
Albany, OR 97322 

mailto:cstarranderson@hotmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: John Luoto
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Friday, January 01, 2021 12:41:09 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
John Luoto 
10055 S Prairie Rd
Tillamook, OR 97141 

mailto:johnluoto@hotmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: John Garland
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, January 04, 2021 10:24:48 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Don't be stupid, act professionally. Salvage for values for OR taxpayers. Cleanup
unharvestable areas. Replant all areas. Make roads accessible for future management and fire
protection. Act like stewards of Oregon's forests.

Thank you, 
John Garland 
PO Box 152
Waldport, OR 97394 

mailto:johngarland49@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Linda Barrett
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, January 04, 2021 10:30:46 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Good morning,
I am writing to support an effort to restore Oregon forests by harvesting and replanting in
areas that have been burned. 
Please make reasonable choices to manage our forests to the mutual benefit of the local
communities as well as the forests themselves.
I am not a forester, so I cannot recommend specific practices, but I encourage you to use your
best judgment and experience.
Thank you very much.

Thank you, 
Linda Barrett 
10404 Gale Rd
Bonanza, OR 97623 

mailto:barrettlinda11@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Janice Burns
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: No time to waste
Date: Monday, January 04, 2021 3:14:38 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

When it comes to post-fire harvest and recovery of our forests, there’s no time to waste. After
the heat and flames of a fire, it only takes a few weeks for insects to make their way in and
break down trees and other organic matter that holds our forest soils in place and filters our
water. 

By harvesting quickly, we may reclaim the wood and help offset the costs of reforestation
efforts necessary to restore our forests back to healthy, thriving lands that protect soil and
water quality. 

Why not turn trees harvested from these devastating fires into essential building products by
local manufacturing facilities that we can use to rebuild our communities? Please get to work
now on recovering our forests.

Thank you, 
Janice Burns 
22887 Jennie Rd
Lyons, OR 97358 

mailto:janicejw14@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov
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